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OMG! Cellar Wine Club turns 100 today! Some 
of  you will remember the very beginning. We had 50+ 
wine club members signed up for the first release in 
spring of  2010, before our first shop was even open for 
business. Many of  you are still CWC members and we 
cannot thank you enough for the continued support 
over the years!  

This month, in honor or our 100th birthday, we 
are doing what we love most (and arguably what we do 
best); introducing our club to obscure wines, from 
regions most will be unfamiliar, made with grapes we 
can’t pronounce, but that are absolutely delicious!  

We look forward to many more club releases, and 
hope you enjoy drinking these as much as we enjoyed 
selecting them! Zum Wohl! (To Your Health!) 
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BUCHEGGER GRÜNER VELTLINER ‘HOLZGASSE' 2017 

My goodness my grüner! The personality here is so intriguing: at once 
multilayered and yet calm, with all sorts of  nuances swimming about just 
under the surface, but without needing to jump out and proclaim itself. 
White pepper, quinine, a touch of  ginger, delicate floral notes - and that’s 
just the nose! All in all, you can find a lot in this wine. But it’s pretty dang 
enjoyable just sipping it down as well :-) A clear step up in complexity 
from the liter-style bottles we see so often, yet just as charming. Drink 
now through 2019 with clean, transparent dishes: trout and 
lemon, or maybe sushi and sashimi!

BUCHEGGER BLAUER ZWEIGELT ‘WEITGASSE’ 2016  

Juicy in all the best ways - and we do mean juicy, like fresh cherry juice 
running down your chin, complete with that light touch of  bitterness 
from the cherry skins. Aged in huge, 2400-liter wood casks, the wine 
shines all on its own, with a palate rich with bittersweet cacao, spicy 
green pepper, cinnamon, even a faint strawberry thing in there. It’s best 
after a bit of  breathing; twenty minutes or so should let those flavors 
expand fully. Drink now - 2020 with old school American-Italian 
pizza topped with olives, green peppers, and sausage!

WACHTER-WIESLER 
BLAUFRÄNKISCH RIED WEINBERG 2014 
Alright, inside scoop: about two months after we had 
secured this wine for the club, it got one of  the highest 
ever ratings for an Austrian red in a wine consumer 
magazine - and all of  a sudden, e’erbody and their 
mother wanted some! As it happens, we had scored 
every last case available Stateside; sorry, rest of  
country! Join our club next time ;-) But as good as this 
is now, we just don't think it’s telling the whole story, 
not just yet. Two hours in a decanter help coax out 
some deep clove aromatics and a steak-like meatiness, 
but really, ain’t nothin’ but time gonna make this show 
at its best. How long? That is, as always, the question.  
Drink 2022 - 2032, perhaps longer? with 
mustard-rubbed ribeye when young, or lamb in 
bordelaise sauce as it matures

Austria North vs. South 

WINE CLUB CHRONICLE

WACHTER-WIESLER BLAUFRÄNKISCH 2015, ‘BELA JOSKA’ 

Okay, Cristoph, you’re 
y o u n g a n d g o o d -
looking, but dammit, 
you have to make 
incredible wine too?! 
This estate is the real 
deal, and definitely one 
to watch in the coming 
years (more on the 
back). This cuvee is a 
great intro to the house 
style: elegant, supple 
tannins, jumping out of  the glass with irresistible violet aromas, and a 
palate loaded with blueberry and slab bacon. Absolutely the thing to 
drink while you wait for the Collector bottle to age, as it is lively and 
charming already! Drink now - 2020 with gochujang pork and 
steam buns

CLUB RED

COLLECTOR CLUB

THIS JUST IN CELLAR WINE CLUB
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Club Red + Collector  
Christoph Wachter has 14 hectares of  vineyards in 
Südburgenland, in the towns of  Eisenberg and Deutsch 
Schützen. Südburgenland has 500 hectares total and the 
b igges t d i f f e rence be tween Burgen land and 
Südburgenland is the soil. In Mittelburgenland, the area 
was under the ancient Pannonian sea and the soil is 
mostly limestone. In Südburgenland, the vines grow in 
primary rock, and the most prized terroir is the green 
schist of  the Eisenberg hill. The Eisenberg DAC was 
extended to include wines from the surrounding villages, 
including Deutsch-Schutzen. 
When Christoph started in 2010, he stopped using 
herbicides and pesticides entirely. Today, Christoph is one 
of  only three producers in Südburgenland who is farming 
organically. He allows the weeds to grow in his vineyards, 
as they attract beneficial insects and eventually return to 
the soil as nutrients themselves. Rather than add fertilizer, 
he leaves the vines to extract what they need from the soil 
itself, thus instilling the wines with minerality and 
allowing them to express their unique terroir. 
In the cellar they only employ native yeasts, using 
upwards of  20-30% whole-cluster, and age in large 
barrels that allow the wines to mature gracefully without 
obscuring them with oak flavors. The resulting wines are 
incredibly elegant, expressive, superlative expressions of  
Blaufränkisch that should age well, though they are 
drinking well right now. The Wachter-Wiesler wines 
always have a characteristic silky texture, floral aromatics 
and elegance: truly Blaufrankisch at its finest. 

Both of  these notes were edited for space, from writings by 
David Bowler associates. 

THIS MONTH’S GROWERS  
Cellar Wine Club 
"Unfortunately, when we (David Bowler Importer) arrived in 
Austria this year for VieVinum, we found out that the owner 
of  this winery, Walter Buchegger, had passed away. He and his 
wife Silke Mayr had originally kept their wineries independent 
from one another until 2006, when they started to share a 
winery space. They worked together to run both wineries; now 
Mayr will manage both. Mayr and the Buchegger team share 
Walter’s vision and feel that the best way to honor his memory, 
is to continue to run the winery and vineyards following his 
desires. He is of  course irreplaceable, and his drive, expertise, 
and daily presence are missed.  
Walter Buchegger took over from his father in 1994, making 
him the sixth generation to run the family estate, established in 
1893. They have 15 hectares of  vines located in the Kremstal 
on mostly conglomerate soil topped with loess. Grüner 
Veltliner and Riesling are planted, along with a smattering of  
Zweigelt, Chardonnay and Merlot. The loess has a high chalk 
content—65%—giving the wines nice tension. Buchegger’s top 
sites are the Gebling, Holzgasse, Pfarrweingarten, 
Moosburgerin, and Tiefenthal. 
Buchegger farms following the Austrian “Kontrolled 
Integrated Production” or KIP, which is stricter in some ways 
that the normal organic designation: for example, it limits the 
use of  tractors which can compact the soil. Allowing the soil to 
“breathe” leads to healthier root systems and vines. Early on in 
the nineties, Buchegger stopped using herbicides or insecticides 
in his vineyards because of  the health risks. The vines pre-date 
clonal breeding and all are massale selection from the time the 
winery was established (this is super cool!). 
Buchegger makes very classic style Kremstal wines. The wines 
are characterized by ripeness and power, but always without 
botrytis; Walter liked his wines to be clean, fruity, and easy to 
drink; complex, without being complicated. 
  

Austria in a Nutshell   
We think the best way to understand Austria is through 

the lens of  Austrian producers (see below). But as a 
refresher, the basics are these: 
• Austria has 13 “DAC” growing regions (similar to Italy’s 

top tier DOCG) within 4 large regions situated along the 
eastern border (bordering Czech Republic, Slovakia, 
Hungary and Slovenia). There is a 5th large region called 
Bergland that describes wine grown in the rest of  Austria. 

• There are 22 white grape varieties and 14 red grape 
varieties officially approved for Qualitätswein. There are 
5 that you should care about; Grüner Veltliner, Riesling, 
Sankt Laurent, Blaufränkish and Zweigelt (a cross of  Blau 
& St. Laurent).
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